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Abstract: - Results of the research of a new microwave transistor amplifier with high performance at L – Band 
is presented. This component has been constructed using a new amplification principle based on a one–port 
reflecting amplifier theory. Experimental results shows that such class of amplifiers using only one transistor 
provides a very low power consumption, a higher transmission gain and a smaller noise figure in comparison 
with a conventional single-stage amplifier, making it suitable for amplification at millimetric wave frequencies. 
Measurements of the amplifier have shown at L-band a 20 dB gain for >2% f0, a noise figure less than 0.5 dB at 
ambient temperature (290 K) and a very low power consumption at Dc less than 0.5 mW.  
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1 Introduction 
Amplification of frequencies in the millimeter 
wave range, using small signal microwave 
transistor amplifiers, it is very difficult since at 
frequencies higher than 30 GHz the 
transmission gain of a transistor is very low. To 
obtain a high gain, a high number of 
amplification stages are required and, as a 
consequence its own noise is increased.  

Literature results have shown that the 
transmission gain of one-stage amplifier is 
between 6 and 8 dB in the 50 GHz frequency 
range [1], [2], and [3]. Since that gain is very 
small, it is not enough to minimize the noise 
contribution of the subsequent stages. For 
reception at frequencies near 100 GHz, a 20 dB 
gain amplifier requires to use 4 to 6 stages [4], 
[5], making it very expensive, since cost of 
transistors sharply grows at higher frequencies, 
and provides a higher noise figure than a single 
stage counterpart. To reduce these problems, 
we have investigated and developed a high  

 
 
performance one-port transistor amplifier 
(OPTA) working in reflection mode.  

Reflection amplifiers for X band operation 
have been developed at the ends of the 70’s by 
utilizing a circulator and a Gunn diode 
oscillator, providing 10 dB gain with a noise 
figure of 15 dB. Another reflection amplifier 
for the frequency region above 20 GHz, has 
been developed in 1978, using a field effect 
transistor and a package resonance as a positive 
feedback [6]. Experimental results for this 
amplifier at 23 GHz, have shown a noise figure 
= 6 dB with a gain = 8 dB.  

 The proposed amplifier consists of a 
circulator connected to a one-port circuit that 
uses a gate connected HJ FET biased in a 
nonlinear region of the I-V curves to operate in 
the negative resistance mode. This new type of 
reflection amplifiers have very good 
performance, showing a low noise, a very high 
gain and low power consumption as it is 



demonstrated by theoretical and experimental 
results. A low noise OPTA has been developed 
in the 1.4 - 1.6 GHz frequency band to study 
the capabilities of this kind of amplifiers 
resulting in a lower cost and simplified 
research. Results indicate that research of the 
proposed OPTA can be extended at higher 
frequencies making it very interesting for 
applications at millimeter wave frequencies. 
 
 
2 Problem Formulation 
In general a two-port transistor amplifier 
working on a specific frequency band is 
required to amplify an information carrier in 
form of electromagnetic oscillations, going 
from a low power level into a higher level. 
Characteristics of such amplifiers have been 
very well investigated and basically depend on 
the scattering and noise parameters of a given 
transistor. An alternative is to use a transistor 
amplifier circuit working in reflection mode as 
shown in Figure 1.  

 
 

Fig. 1 Basic circuit of the one-port transistor 
amplifier. 

 
In this configuration a field effect transistor (T) 
is used as the active element to transform dc 
current to RF oscillations. A resonant circuit 
composed by an inductance Ls connected to the 
transistor source terminal, an internal gate-
source capacitance Cgs, as well as an additional 
distributed capacitance C1 due to the 
transmission line and matching circuit is used 
as shown in Figure 1. Ls as is well known [7], 
[8] is the source impedance acting as a lossless 
transformer at the transistor input. At low 
microwave frequencies it is not really true, so 
this resonant circuit is tuned to the input 

frequency and the drain terminal of the 
transistor is grounded through a capacitance C2.  
Amplification process for this circuit occurs as 
follows: An input signal (Vg) is applied to the 
transistor gate terminal. The signal voltage 
modulates the conductance of the transistor 
channel that in turn modulates a constant 
current through the channel, causing 
oscillations in the resonant circuit formed by 
inductance (Ls) and capacitances Cgs and C1. 
The inductance Ls is the basic element of the 
resonant circuit providing a strong feedback in 
contrast to the gate-channel capacitance Cgs. 
The self-induction voltage generated on the 
source inductance always has an opposite phase 
related to the input voltage Vg and also depends 
on the transistor channel transconductance Ym 
as follows. 
 

             VLs = -
dt

VgYmd )( Ls   (1) 

 
When Ls is connected to the nonlinear element 
(gate-channel area of the field effect transistor 
that has all properties of a Schottky barrier 
diode), causes an additional increase of the 
conductance modulation depth. The input 
signal is transformed into a higher power level 
through the circulator port. The power gain (G) 
for such kind of amplifiers as well as for 
another circuit working on reflection mode, can 
be defined in function of the input power 
reflection coefficient (Г2) shown in Figure 1 
or in function of the incident (Pinc) and reflected 
(Pref) powers:  

 
G = Γ 2 = Pref / Pinc   (2) 

 
As can be seen in (2), when Pref> Pinc we have 
amplification. More details regarding the 
definition of gain can be find in [9] and [10]. 
The main condition for a stable operation of 
this amplifier is that the phase difference 
between incident and reflected signals must be 
equal to 180o, measured at the same reference 
plane (different from the oscillation condition 
[11]).  
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Noise properties for this kind of amplifier 
was distinguished at [12]. To estimate the noise 
figure we have proposed the next expression, 
under the assumption that the main noise 
sources have a thermal behavior (where 
influence of another types of noise such as shot 
noise, flicker effect, i.e. are not included).  
 

NF≅ 1+
Tn
To

(1-
1
G

) -
Tn
To

 Γ A
2  (G - 1) +

Tc
To

    (3) 

 
Where To is the ambient temperature, Tn is the 
thermal noise of the active losses, Tc is the 
noise temperature due to the circulator losses at 
the input, ΓA is the input reflection coefficient 
and G is the gain. 

Due to the region where the transistor is 
biased (low Vds and Ids), a very low 
consumption is expected, resulting on a very 
good amplifier efficiency. 
 
3 Experimental Results 
Using the theory given in section 2 and the 
MMICAD computer software, a one-port 
reflection amplifier has been designed for the 
1.4 – 1.6 GHz frequency band as it is shown in 
Figure 2. The active element chosen is a GaAs 
Hetero Junction FET with a gate length 
Lg=0.3µm and a gate width wg= 280µm. This 
device has a minimum noise figure = 0.3dB and 
an associated gain = 19 dB at 1.5 GHz when it 
is biased at Vds=2V and Ids=10mA 
(P=20mW). 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the one-port transistor 

amplifier. 
 
To calculate the input matching elements of the 
OPTA circuit we have taken into account the 
procedure of  [8]. The value of the transistor 
source inductance was calculated to resonate at 
1.5 GHz and the matching network has been 

designed to minimize the noise figure. A 
picture of the OPTA circuit is shown at figure 
3. To separate the incident and reflected 
signals, a circulator for operation in the 1.47 to 
1.55 GHz frequency band has been used. This 
circulator has insertion losses between -0.17 
and -0.25 dB and isolation values better than –
20 dB into the operation bandwidth. 

 
Fig. 3 One Port Transistor Amplifier (OPTA) 
 

S-Parameters and gain measurements were 
performed with a HP8510C network analyzer 
shown in figure 4 and noise figure was 
measured using a noise figure meter HP8970A 
in the 1.4 to 1.6 GHz frequency band.  
 

 
 
Fig. 4 Network analyzer HP8510C for OPTA  

S-parameter measurements. 
 
The measurement results for the OPTA can be 
observed in Figure 5 showing the gain   charac- 



teristic at specific frequency for Vg = - 0.5 v, Id 
= 3 mA bias conditions. 
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Fig. 5 Measurement results of the OPTA, 
showing gain characteristics. 

 
It is interesting to note that gain for an OPTA 
circuit is higher than the gain of a conventional 
LNA. The maximum value of a stable gain is 
affected by the value of the circulator isolation.  

It is worthy to mention that in order to find 
the optimum bias conditions to operate the 
OPTA, we have adjusted the drain current Id for 
minimum noise figure and allowed to vary the 
gate voltage Vg to selected values from –0.33V 
to –0.7V [12]. 

Figure 6 shows the gain and noise figure 
behavior versus frequency for a fixed Vg=-0.5V 
and different drain currents. 
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Fig. 6 Gain and noise figure measurements for 
fixed gate voltage and different drain current 

 
As can be appreciated in figure 6, a very low 
noise has been obtained for the amplifier due to 
a partial compensation of its own noise. Once 
we have selected the optimum gate voltage Vg, 
the drain current Id is allowed to vary. 

At Figure 7 we can see in detail the noise figure 
measurements versus frequency for a fixed 
Vg=-0.5V and different drain currents. As can 
be seen from this figure, an optimum noise is 
obtained for Id=3mA, +V=0.25V and Vg=-
0.5V. For these bias conditions a very low 
power consumption of .75mW is calculated, 
showing that in this amplifier the transistor 
work colder than a conventional low noise two-
port amplifier. 
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Fig. 7 Drain current dependence of the 

noise figure.  
 
It is very important to note that noise 
measurements (NFmin=0.47dB) include the 
circulator losses about –0.2 dB plus the losses 
of the input-matching network. The effect of an 
increase on noise figure when drain current is 
reduced can be attributed to the shot noise in 
the transistor channel. Area A at Figure 7 is 
very interesting, showing the effect of noise 
suppression due to the high gain values as well 
as to the reflection coefficient of the input 
matching circuit. 
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Fig. 8 DC Power consumption of the OPTA 
 



Figure 8 shows measurement results of the 
DC power consumption, for different Vg and 
optimal tuning the gain and noise with help Id. 
For estimation of the efficiency for DC power 
consumption, we have used the figure of merit 
of [13]. It is the ratio of gain (in dB) to power 
dissipation (in mW). The measured parameters 
demonstrated a very high performance for the 
figure of merit (> 65 dB/mW). For comparison, 
the best result up to date (19.1 dB/mW) at this 
frequency band was achieved in [14].  

Figure 9 illustrates the nonlinear behavior 
of this amplifier, showing a very high linearity 
up to –50dBm input power. 
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Fig. 9 Nonlinear behavior of the OPTA. 

 
It is worthwhile to mention that in the event of 
amplifier damage the input signal appears at the 
circulator output port with very small 
attenuation dependent from the circulator losses 
as well as the reflection coefficient of the 
damaged amplifier [12].  

 
Fig. 10 Basic OPTA parameters without 

circulator. 

An interesting illustration of the OPTA 
stability is shown on Figure 10, where we can 
see the basic parameters of the OPTA without 
the circulator, simply by insertion of a T-joint 
for measurements. This figure confirms the 
noise temperature curve at expression (3) and 
shows that noise suppression occurs with a 
small amplification gain  

An important advantage of the proposed 
OPTA circuit is its low cost, since it uses only 
one transistor, a circulator and the appropriate 
matching circuit. Nevertheless this amplifier 
has many advantages, some disadvantages 
exist. For instance, OPTA is a relative 
narrowband circuit with a 2 to 10 % bandwidth 
depending strongly of the circulator bandwidth. 
This problem can be partially solved using 
several OPTA’s in cascade. Another 
disadvantage for this circuit can be the 
temperature stability, where the basic source of 
instability is the power supply. But as this 
amplifier has very small consumption it 
strongly simplifies the problem.  
 
 
4 Conclusions 
A new type of  one-port reflection amplifier 
with properties of very low noise, high gain and 
low power consumption has been presented. 
Experimental results showed that OPTA 
circuits using only one transistor, provides a 
higher transmission gain, smaller noise figure 
and high power efficiency than a conventional 
single-stage LNA. A noise suppression effect 
due to the high gain values as well as to the 
reflection coefficient of the amplifier input 
matching circuit has been demonstrated. 
Experimental results have shown that gain, 
noise figure and bandwidth for this class of 
amplifier are strongly dependent from bias 
conditions. This research can be extended at 
higher frequencies making it very interesting 
for applications at millimeter wave frequencies. 
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